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**WEEKDAYS**

**PM Times are in Bold**

**CRESTVIEW HILLS TO CINCINNATI**

**HOW TO RIDE TANK**

1. Know your route number, departure time and location and your destination.
2. Arrive at your bus stop five minutes before your bus is scheduled to arrive. If a bus stop serves multiple routes, make sure to look at the bus header on the front of the bus to ensure you are boarding the correct one.
3. Have your fare ready. Pay your fare and remember to request a transfer from your driver if you need to ride more than one bus to reach your destination.
4. Signal to stop by pulling the passenger signal cord. The cord is located across the middle of the windows. Please signal at least one block before your stop.

**FARES**

- Cash Fare: $1.50
- Southbank Shuttle: $1.00
- Reduced Fare: $0.75
- Student Fare: $1.00

**PRE-PAID FARES**

- TANK 1-Day Pass: $3.50
- Metro/TANK 1-Day Pass: $5.00
- 30-Day Pass: $66
- Monthly Reduced Pass: $33
- Metro/TANK 30-Day Pass: $105

**INFORMATION**

- tankbus.org

**TRANSFERS**

Transfers cost $0.25 and should be purchased from the operator when you pay for your ride. Transfers are valid for two hours after issue and can be used at any bus stop or to ride any route, except on the Southbank Shuttle. Transfers are included free with a one-ride ticket on the Transit app.

**Download Transit with EZFare**

Transit with EZFare is a new way to pay for bus fare on your smartphone. Download the Transit app which provides the ability to plan your trip and track your bus. Click the EZFare button at the bottom to pay for your fare! It’s that simple. And it also lets you purchase fare for TANK, the Southbank Shuttle, Metro, the Cincinnati Bell Connector and Butler County Regional Transit Authority (BCRTA) all in one place.

What are the benefits of using Transit with EZFare?

- Multiple one-ride tickets can be purchased and stored in your wallet in the Transit app.
- Buy fare on your phone and store them for future use
- No need to use paper tickets, have exact change or find a ticket machine
- Free to download – no service fee
- Pay for yourself or a group

**Buy a $5 Metro/TANK Day Pass for unlimited travel on both systems.**